
Goodwives 

Industrial Performance Engineer  

Type: 
Full-time 

Experience: 
Associate 

Functions: 
Maintenance, Manufacturing, Quality Assurance, Supply 
Chain  

Job Description 

POSITION SUMMARY  
The Industrial Performance Engineer carries out industrial 
engineering assignments of a broad nature while exercising 
considerable judgment and originality. Working under minimum 
supervision performs independent evaluation, selection and 
application of standard industrial engineering techniques, procedures, 
and criteria using discernment and ingenuity in making minor 
adaptations and modifications. This position reports to the General 
Manager.  
 
PRIMARY RESPONSIBILITIES:  
1. Perform and summarize time studies and work sampling studies. 
Use other accepted forms of work measurement, as necessary to 
establish and/or maintain standards. Establish manning requirements 
for direct and indirect jobs. Prepare engineering economic analysis of 
proposals.  
2. Assist with the preparation and implementation of quarterly 
labor/capacity reports and ensure proper application of 'Managing 
Manufacturing Performance'. Compile and analyze standard data for 
direct and indirect labor. 
3. Investigate, identify, and eliminate efficiency losses, unplanned 



downtime events, and unfavorable/favorable material variances. Act 
as technical support and challenger for defining and implementing 
sustainable change. 
4. Perform methods improvements and innovations by actively 
identifying performance gaps through benchmarking.  
5. Define initiatives in projects and reports that reduce labor, food, 
and packaging costs. Provide visibility of KPI improvements through 
statistical and applied mathematical analysis.  
6. Initiate proposals and provide alternatives to increase productivity 
while ensuring continuous sustained improvement and first time 
quality. Track, trend, and validate KPI results in reports for daily, 
weekly, and monthly operational reviews. 

 7. Perform other duties and projects as requested.  

Skills 

B.S. degree in industrial engineering.  
0-2 to years experience.  
 
Skills:  
The individual must be self-motivated, assertive and have the ability 
to lead across many functions.  
Must possess strong communication, leadership and planning skills.  
Strong Microsoft Excel and Access skills.  
TPM, Continuous Improvement, six sigma desired.  
 
Send resume to: Jim Moran" jmoran@goodwives.com  
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